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Enterprise functions, especially customer service centers, contact centers, sales and marketing are
currently inundated with challenges such as evolving customer expectations, short customer attention
spans, decreasing consumer loyalty, poor Return on Investment, and rising production costs amid low
employee morale and declining productivity.
Tata Consultancy Services’ (TCS’) suite of Conversational Enterprise solutions helps companies maintain
their competitive edge ahead of technology advancement. Optichannel solutions along with
personalized, multi-modal engagement features on conversational AI platforms help increase customer
satisfaction and loyalty, boost employee morale and productivity, and bring down costs.

Overview

Our Solution

With instant gratification being the order of the day, customer
expectation is on the rise. From emotional connect to 24x7
availability, real-time response to enterprise presence on the
preferred platform or channel, customers are changing
preferences and demanding personalized service. Tech-savvy
employees want a great experience and the latest features on the
enterprise apps. The need of the hour is conversational AI
platforms.

TCS’ Conversational Enterprise suite is based on Business 4.0™
principles of driving exponential value, mass personalization,
leveraging ecosystems, and embracing risk. It comprises:

TCS’ Conversational Enterprise harnesses the latest digital
technology to increase agility and flexibility, allowing companies
to transform consumer experiences. We implement
conversational AI use cases — across verticals — aimed at
superior customer experience and loyalty. With collaboration at
the center, our solution focuses on channel- and customerspecific messaging and feedback through use of chatbots and
voice bots, as shown in Figure 1. We transform contact centers,
making them multi-lingual and equipping them with the right
mix of virtual and human agents, saving cost and improving
availability, consistency and the ability to provide personalized
services.

n

Conversational AI advisory: helps identify appropriate
conversational AI use cases as well as the right technology
and channels

n

Creating virtual agents/bots: design, develop, test and
deploy bots for various channels. Chat and Voice bots
integrated with VPAs, Smart Speakers and Messaging Platforms
like Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri, Cortana.

n

Transformation of contact centers: includes conversational
AI layer with human-like virtual agents and AI-augmenting
human agents

n

Use of multi-modal engagement: utilizes multi-media,
vision/gestures, virtual avatars and context-awareness to
enrich conversational interfaces; develops immersive XR
experiences for customers (on-premise and smart glasses) and
role-based AR/VR solutions for employees

n

Deployment of conversational analytics: enables extraction
of insights from conversations, ensuring alignment with
business objectives

n

Conversational knowledge management (KM): leverages
AI-centric approaches to synthesize knowledge from
enterprise knowledge assets
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To know more
Visit the Conversational Experiences page on tcs.com
Email: CE.Marketing@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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